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By Johann Sebastian Bach

Petrucci Library Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 70 pages. Dimensions: 9.8in. x
7.2in. x 0.3in.Bach composed the first version of this piece in 1723 using the key of E-flat major for
the Christmas Vespers in Leipzig which contained several Christmas texts. Over the years he
removed the Christmas-specific texts to make it suitable for year-round performance, and
transposied it to D major, providing better sonority for the three trumpets, which is the standard
version of the work encountered today. The Magnificat is divided into twelve parts which can be
grouped into three movements, each beginning with an aria and completed by the choir. The four
movements from the original version have been transposed to D major and inserted in their original
order for those wishing to have the omitted Christmas texts. This new study score is a digitally
enhanced reissue of the full score edited by Alfred Durr for the Neue Bach Ausgabe in 1956. Unlike
so many of the on-demand scores now available, this one comes with all the pages and the images
have been thoroughly checked to make sure it is readable. The score is beautifully printed at a
readable size with a quality cover. As with...
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the most popular pdf. Yes, it can be perform, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Elian Towne-- Elian Towne

This written ebook is excellent. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worthy of reading through. You are going to like just how the
article writer compose this ebook.
-- Arielle Boehm-- Arielle Boehm
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